Life Begins At Oxford Circus

JAUNTY! \( \frac{\text{bass}}{\text{alto}} \)

\( \text{Tempo: } \frac{\text{bass}}{\text{alto}} \)

Life begins at Oxford Circus

When the busy day is done

Arr. Pete Faint  www.petefaint.com
we don't care how much they work us just as long as we have
fun off with your overalls and on with your best
just get your girlfriend to be your guest and come up west coz life begins
at oxford circus when the busy day is
done

Alto Sax 1
Life Begins At Oxford Circus

JAUNTY!  \( \frac{q}{4} = 118 \)

When the busy day is done

Arr. Pete Faint  www.petefaint.com
We don't care how much they work us just as long as we have fun off with your overalls and on with your best.

Just get your girlfriend to be your guest and come up west coz life begins.

At Oxford circus when the busy day is done.
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Alto Sax 2
Life Begins At Oxford Circus

JAUNTY! \( \frac{3}{4} \)\n
\[ \text{when the busy day is done} \]

Arr. Pete Faint  www.petefaint.com
we don't care how much they work us just as long as we have fun off with your overalls and on with your best_

just get your girlfriend to be your guest and come up west coz life begins_

—at Oxford circus when the busy day is done
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Tenor Sax 1
Life Begins At Oxford Circus

TAUNTY! =118

Life begins - at oxford circus -

When the busy day is done

Arr. Pete Faint www.petefaint.com
we don't care how much they work us just as long as we have fun off with your overalls and on with your best.

just get your girlfriend to be your guest and come up west coz life begins

at oxford circus when the busy day is done

Baritone Sax
Life Begins At Oxford Circus

Trumpet 1

JAUNTY!  \( \frac{\text{bpm}}{118} \)

\[ \text{MUTE} \]

Arr. Pete Faint  www.petefaint.com
Life Begins At Oxford Circus

JAUNTY! \( \dot{=} \) 118

Music notation with specific musical symbols and instructions.
Life Begins At Oxford Circus

JAUNTY! \( \frac{1}{18} \)

A

SING!

Life Begins At Oxford Circus

When the busy day is done

Arr. Pete Faint www.petefaint.com
WE DON'T CARE HOW MUCH THEY WORK US JUST AS LONG AS WE HAVE
FUN OFF WITH YOUR Over-ALLS AND ON WITH YOUR BEST
JUST GET YOUR GIRL-FRIEND TO BE YOUR GUEST AND COME UP West COZ LIFE BE-GINS
- AT OX-FOOD CIR-CUS WHEN THE BUS-SEY DAY IS DONE ff
DONE ff
DONE ff
mp
f
mp
Life Begins At Oxford Circus

\( \text{JAUNTY! } \frac{6}{18} \)

\[ \text{When the busy day is done} \]

Arr. Pete Faint www.petefaint.com
we don't care how much they work us just as long as we have fun off with your overalls and on with your best

just get your girlfriend to be your guest and come up west coz life begins

at oxford circus when the busy day is done ff

Trombone 2
Life Begins At Oxford Circus

Vocal

Arr. Pete Faint         www.petefaint.com

www.jackhylton.com

Life begins at Oxford Circus

When the busy day is done

We don't care how much they work us just as long as we have fun

Off with your overalls and on with your best just get your girl-

Friend to be your guest and come up west coz life begins

At Oxford Circus when the busy day is done

Life begins at Oxford Circus
Life begins at midnight. When the bus is busy,

Day is done, we don't care how much they work us

Just as long as we have fun

Off with your overalls and on with your best,

Just get your girl - friend to be your guest and
COME UP WEST COZ LIFE BEGINS AT OXFORD CIRCUS WHEN THE BUS IS BY

DAY IS DONE

Piano
Life Begins At Oxford Circus

JAUNTY! \( \frac{d}{b} = 118 \)

SING!

LIFE BEGINS AT OXFORD CIRCUS

WHEN THE BUSY DAY IS DONE

Arr. Pete Faint      www.petefaint.com
we don't care how much they work us just as long as we have fun off with your overalls and on with your best

just get your girlfriend to be your guest and come up west coz life begins

at oxford circus when the busy day is done
Life Begins At Oxford Circus

JAUNTY! \( \frac{3}{4} \) \( \frac{9}{4} \) \( \frac{15}{4} \) \( \frac{20}{4} \) \( \frac{26}{4} \) \( \frac{32}{4} \) \( \frac{38}{4} \) \( \frac{43}{4} \) \( \frac{48}{4} \)

f SING!

LIFE BEGINS AT OXFORD CIRCUS

WHEN THE BUSY DAY IS DONE
WE DON'T CARE HOW MUCH THEY WORK US JUST AS LONG AS WE HAVE
FUN OFF WITH YOUR OVERTALLS AND ON WITH YOUR BEST

JUST GET YOUR GIRLFRIEND TO BE YOUR GUEST AND COME UP WEST COZ LIFE BEGINS

AT OXFORD CIRCUS WHEN THE BUSY DAY IS DONE

DONE

VIOLIN 2
Life Begins At Oxford Circus

JAUNTY! \( \frac{3}{4} \)

SING!

When the busy day is done
we don't care how much they work us just as long as we have
fun off with your overalls and on with your best

JUST GET YOUR GIRL-FRIEND TO BE YOUR GUEST AND COME UP WEST COZ LIFE BEGINS

AT OXFORD CIRCUS WHEN THE BUSY DAY IS DONE

DONE
Life Begins At Oxford Circus

JAUNTY!
\[ \text{Tempo: } \text{♩}=118 \]

\[ \text{D\#7} \quad \text{A7} \quad \text{F\#6} \quad \text{Em7} \quad \text{A7} \]

\[ \text{D/F\#} \quad \text{F\#} \quad \text{Em7} \quad \text{Em7} \]

\[ \text{Em7} \quad \text{A7} \quad \text{D} \]

\[ \text{D} \quad \text{D7} \quad \text{G} \]

\[ \text{E7} \quad \text{A7} \quad \text{A\#7/E} \quad \text{A7} \quad \text{D} \]

\[ \text{B7} \quad \text{E7} \quad \text{A7} \]

\[ \text{D} \quad \text{E7} \quad \text{A7} \]

Arr. Pete Faint  
www.petefaint.com
Life begins at Oxford Circus when the busy day is done.
We don't care how much they work us just as long as we have fun off with your overalls and on with your best. Just get your girlfriend to be your guest and come up west coz life begins at Oxford Circus when the busy day is done.

SING!
Life begins at Oxford circus when the busy day is done. We don't care how much they work us just as long as we have fun off with your overalls and on with your best. Just get your girlfriend to be your guest and come up west coz life begins at Oxford circus when the busy day is.
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